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Abstract
A major drawback of distributed versus terminal-based speech recognition is the fact that transmission errors can lead to degraded recognition performance. In this paper we employ “soft features” to mitigate the effect of bit errors on wireless transmission links: At the receiver a posteriori probabilities of the transmitted feature vectors are computed by combining bit reliability information provided by the channel decoder and a priori knowledge about residual redundancy in the feature vectors. While the first-order moment of the a posteriori probability function is the MMSE estimate, the second-order moment is a measure of the uncertainty in the reconstructed features. We conducted realistic simulations of GSM transmission and achieved significant improvements in word accuracy compared to the error mitigation strategy described in the ETSI standard.

1. Introduction
In distributed speech recognition (DSR) the terminal extracts and codes the feature vectors (acoustic front-end), the transmission is performed over a data channel and the recognition engine resides on the server side (back-end). ETSI has standardized this approach in ETSI ES 201 108 and ETSI ES 202 050. Performing speech recognition in the network as opposed to the terminal has the advantage that the computational burden is shifted from the mobile terminal to a high performance platform in the network. Further, maintenance and provision of application dependent data is much simpler in the network than in a terminal.

Compared to completely terminal-based solutions, a drawback of DSR is, however, that transmission errors may degrade the performance of the recognizer [1]. The standard includes a basic error mitigation algorithm (CRC, consistency check, frame repetition), that has been shown to be effective on bursty channels if the channel is not too bad.

Better algorithms can be derived from joint source-channel coding/decoding, a powerful tool well-known in the mobile communications literature, see e.g. [2]. Weerackody et al. [3] proposed unequal error protection and a soft feature error concealment strategy. However, they assumed an idealized setup with perfectly known bit reliability. Further, speech parameter values (by parameter we mean a component of the speech feature vector) were considered either correct or false with no intermediate stages. Bernard and Alwan devised a coding scheme...
Let $x_n \in \mathbb{R}$ be such a parameter which is coded by $M$ bits prior to transmission. $n$ is a relative frame index, where $n = 0$ shall denote the present frame, $n = -1$ the previous frame, etc. The (vector) quantized parameter $Q(x_0) = \tilde{x}_0$ with $\tilde{x}_0 \in QT$ (QT: quantization table) is represented by the bit combination $b_0 = (b_0(0), \ldots, b_0(m), \ldots, b_0(M-1))$. The bits are assumed to be bipolar: $b(m) \in \{-1, 1\}$. Each bit combination $b$ is assigned to a quantization table index $i$, $i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, 2^M - 1\}$ and we write for simplicity $b_0 = b_0(0)$ to denote that $b_0$ represents the $i$-th quantization table index.

The transmission of the bit combination is described by an equivalent channel model with input $b_0$ and output $b_0$, which may comprise the channel model itself, the channel encoder/decoder, modulation/demodulation and equalization. Due to transmission errors $b_0$ and $b_0$ may not be identical. In a conventional decoding scheme an inverse bit mapping scheme is applied to $b_0$ to obtain the decoded parameter $\hat{x}_0$, which is then fed into the back-end recognition engine.

### 2.2. Channel Decoding with Soft Output

For soft feature speech recognition, a channel decoder is required which outputs the decoded bit sequence $\hat{b}_0$, and in addition reliability information in terms of estimated bit error probabilities: $p_{e_0} = (p_{e_0(0)}, \ldots, p_{e_0(m)}, \ldots, p_{e_0(M-1)})$. The combination of the received bit and its reliability has been termed softbit in the literature [5]. We employed the MAP-decoder after Bahl et al. [7], however, the less complex soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) can do as well [8]. The soft output consists of the so-called log-likelihood ratio

$$\log P(b_0 | b_0) = \log \frac{P(b_0 | \hat{b}_0) + 1|q|}{P(b_0 | \hat{b}_0) - 1|q|},$$

(1)

with $q$ being the (real or complex valued) input sequence to the channel decoder. The instantaneous bit error probability of the decoded hard bit $\hat{b}_0(m) = \text{sign} \{L_0(m)\}$ is given by

$$p_{e_0}(m) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp[L_0(m)]}.$$ (2)

The conditional bit probability of a transmitted bit $\hat{b}_0(m)$ to the known received bit $\hat{b}_0(m)$ is then given by:

$$P(\hat{b}_0(m) | \hat{b}_0(m)) = \begin{cases} 1 - p_{e_0}(m) & \text{if } \hat{b}_0(m) = \hat{b}_0(m) \\ p_{e_0}(m) & \text{if } \hat{b}_0(m) \neq \hat{b}_0(m) \end{cases}$$ (3)

Table 1 shows the entropies for the parameters of the ETSI advanced DSR front-end, measured on the clean training data set of Aurora 2 [9].

For each column in Table 1, $2^M$ probabilities in case of AK0, and $2^M \times 2^M$ in case of AK1, have to be estimated in advance from the training data and must be available to the soft feature decoder. In the case of AK1 this amounts to $5 \cdot 2^{12} + 2^{10} + 2^{16} = 87,040$ values.

### 2.3. A Priori Probabilities

The next knowledge source to be exploited is the residual redundancy in the bit stream of the source coder. In specifying this a priori knowledge, models of different complexity may be chosen. In this paper we have chosen the two most simple: zeroth-order a priori knowledge “AK0”, $P(b_0)$, and first-order a priori knowledge “AK1” $P(b_0 | b_{0,-1})$.

Unlike speech coding, the goal of feature extraction for speech recognition is not in the first place to obtain a very low bit rate by removing all redundancy in the speech signal. Therefore it is likely that there is considerable redundancy left in the coded feature vectors, which can be exploited at the decoding side. The redundancy is defined as the difference between the average code word length, here $M$, and the entropy $H(b_0 | b_{0,-1})$ in case of AK1, respectively.

### 2.4. Parameter Estimation

Finally the a posteriori probabilities can be computed from the transition probabilities (4) and the a priori probabilities. In the case of 0-th order a priori knowledge (AK0) we have

$$P(b_0 | b_0) = \frac{P(b_0 | b_0) P(b_0 | b_0)}{\sum_{i=0}^{2^M-1} P(b_0 | b_0) P(b_0 | b_0)}.$$ (5)

In the case of first-order a priori knowledge (AK1) the a posteriori probabilities can be computed recursively [5]: Let $B_{-1} = b_{-1}, b_{-2}, \ldots$ be a short-hand notation for the complete history of the received bit combinations until the time instant $n = -1$. 

---

Table 1: Code word lengths and entropies for the parameters of the ETSI advanced DSR front-end.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>$c_1, c_2$</th>
<th>$c_3, c_4$</th>
<th>$c_5, c_6$</th>
<th>$c_7, c_8$</th>
<th>$c_9, c_{10}$</th>
<th>$c_{11}, c_{12}$</th>
<th>$c_0$, log $E$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H(b_0)$</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>7.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H(b_0</td>
<td>b_{0,-1})$</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3The algorithm is known in the speech recognition community under the name Forward-Backward Algorithm.
Then we obtain
\[ P(b_0^{(i)} | \hat{b}_0, \hat{B}_{-1}) = \frac{1}{C} \cdot P(\hat{b}_0 | b_0^{(i)}) \cdot \sum_{j=0}^{2^M-1} P(b_0^{(i)} | b_2^{(j)}) \cdot P(b_2^{(j)} | \hat{b}_{-1}, \hat{B}_{-2}) \]  
(6)
where the normalizing constant is given by
\[ C = \sum_{i=0}^{2^M-1} P(\hat{b}_0 | b_0^{(i)}) \cdot \sum_{j=0}^{2^M-1} P(b_0^{(i)} | b_2^{(j)}) \cdot P(b_2^{(j)} | \hat{b}_{-1}, \hat{B}_{-2}). \]  
(7)
Note, that the term \( P(b_2^{(j)} | \hat{b}_{-1}, \hat{B}_{-2}) \) is nothing else than the resulting a posteriori probability of the previous time frame.

Now that the a posteriori probabilities are known, estimates of various kinds can be computed. For real-valued parameters, a good choice is the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate, i.e. the conditional mean of \( z_0 \) given \( \{b_0, B_{-1}\} \), in case of AK1. Since there is a one-to-one mapping from \( z_0 \) to \( b_0 \), we have
\[ \mu_{\hat{z}_0} = E[z_0 | b_0, \hat{B}_{-1}] = \sum_{i=0}^{2^M-1} x_0^{(i)} \cdot P(b_0^{(i)} | b_0, \hat{B}_{-1}). \]  
(8)
For binary parameters (e.g. the VAD flag) the MAP-estimate is more appropriate since it guarantees that the estimate is again binary valued.

Likewise, the variance can be computed
\[ \sigma_{\hat{z}_0}^2 = E[z_0^2 | b_0, \hat{B}_{-1}] - \mu_{\hat{z}_0}^2. \]  
(9)
It is reasonable to use the Gaussian assumption to characterize the uncertainty in the speech features:
\[ p(\hat{x}_0) = N(\hat{x}_0; \mu_{\hat{x}_0}, \sigma_{\hat{x}_0}^2). \]  
(10)
Instead of the “plug-in” classification rule, now an “optimal rule” can be used in the speech recognizer, which takes into account the uncertainty about the reconstructed feature vectors [6]:
\[ \hat{W} = \arg \max_W \left\{ \int p(\hat{X} | W) p(\hat{X}) d\hat{X} \cdot P(W) \right\}, \]  
(11)
where \( P(W) \) is the prior probability of the word sequence, and \( \hat{X} \) denotes the sequence of reconstructed feature vectors. We approximated the integration by increasing the variance of each Gaussian in the HMMs by the amount equal to \( \sigma_{\hat{x}_0}^2 \).

### 3. Experimental Results

We conducted experiments on the AURORA 2 database employing the advanced front-end feature extraction algorithm standardized by ETSI. First, we simulated uncoded binary transmission over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. This served as a kind of reference setup to validate the approach. We conducted experiments both for clean and (microphone) noisy test data. Since we observed the same trends both for clean test data and for test data corrupted by microphone noise, we are going to present in the following only the results obtained with clean test data.

In the figures to follow we show word accuracies for the following scenarios:

- A baseline setup without use of bit reliability information or a priori knowledge. For the GSM simulations we used the ETSI error mitigation strategy (curve labeled “ETSI-MIT”). For AWGN no error mitigation was employed, since the ETSI-technique resulted in degraded performance [4] (curve labeled “HD: hard decision”).
- Use of bit reliability information but assuming uniform a priori probabilities (curves labeled “NAK: no a priori knowledge”).
- Use of bit reliability information and a priori knowledge: zero-order, eq. (5) (“AK0”), first-order, eq. (6) (“AK1”), and AK1 exploiting the uncertainty in speech recognizer, eq. (10) (“AK1-VAR”), respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the average word accuracies achieved on test sets A,B and C as a function of the bit energy to noise spectral density \( E_b/N_0 \) on an AWGN channel. For these experiments we assumed \( E_b/N_0 \) to be known at the receiver. The significant improvements obtained are similar with the results in [4].

Next we employed the GSM library of the SPW (“Signal Processing Worksystem”) software suite to simulate a complete transmission over a GSM data channel. What was denoted as “Equivalent Channel” in Fig. 1 comprised the specified GSM data links TCH/F4.8 (full-rate) or TCH/H4.8 (half-rate) offering 4.8 kbit/s data rate in compliance with the ETSI standard:

- Channel coding with a rate \( r = 1/3 \) (Fig. 3) and \( r = 1/2 \) (Fig. 4) convolutional code
- Interleaving at the transmitter and deinterleaving at the receiver side
- Channel models approximating the COST 207 profiles: A “rural area” channel, modelled by 6 distinct propagation paths (delay spread 0.097 \( \mu \)s) with Rician and Rayleigh fading (Fig. 3), and a “typical urban” channel, modelled by 12 propagation paths (delay spread 1.03 \( \mu \)s) and Rayleigh fading only (Fig. 4). The mobile terminal was assumed to be moving at 50 km/h. Further, cochannel interference was simulated at various C/I (carrier-to-interference) ratios.
Channel decoding with the Bahl algorithm which delivers the L-values according to eq. (1). This decoder is by far the computationally most intensive part of the receiver. However, note that such a decoder will likely be used in future UMTS terminals for the decoding of turbo coded data.

Figs. 3 and 4 show word accuracies as a function of the C/I ratio for the rural and the urban channel models, respectively. In the case of the rural channel model and full-rate mode the word accuracies are hardly degraded for C/I-values as low as 4 dB in the case of soft feature speech recognition with AK1 a priori probabilities. Uncertainty decoding (“AK1-V AR”) yields another noticeable improvement. Since the typical urban channel model exhibits more severe multipath and since the half-rate mode was employed, the results are worse in this scenario. Still, the improvement by AK1 is significant. For the results with low C/I-values it should be noted that in practice performance at C/I-values close to 0 dB will be degraded due to synchronization problems of the receiver, which are not reflected in our simulations.

4. Conclusions

We presented a soft feature speech recognition back-end for distributed speech recognition, which results from a consequent use of Bayesian estimation. Simulations of a realistic GSM transmission showed significant improvements over a conventional scheme which employs CRC and frame repetition for error concealment. The decoder also delivers feature vector uncertainty information which is used in the speech recognizer.
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